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*Medical Judgement*, a medical suspense novel by Richard Mabry, M.D., kept me in a state of suspicion to the end. I suspected everyone of harassing Dr. Sarah Gordon, a woman who had recently lost her husband and young daughter in a car accident. I even suspected her pastor!

Following the deaths of her family members, Sarah began to experience threats in a variety of ways. First there were phone calls, then a prowler, and a fire in her garage. Who was harassing her and why? As she experienced escalating threats a friend of her late husband’s, Kyle Andrews (I suspected him too), comes to Sarah’s aid as well as police detective, Bill Larson. The very believable challenges of each of these characters are relayed, including their struggles with God.

Faith, medicine, love and suspense come together in a surprising manner in this story. At first, I thought I might not be able to read this story, because I do not like to be scared. But it is much more suspenseful than scary, and I had to finish it once I started. Mabry does a great job of drawing you in, keeping you a little nervous - yet intrigued with the cast of characters in what he calls one of his “medical suspense novels with heart.”
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